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Abstract: The focusing performance of a radially polarized beams, which are Bessel-Gaussian,
Sinh-Gaussian and hollow Gaussian beam, focused by lens with high numerical aperture are
investigated based on Debye integral. The maximal intensity shifts from focal spot and the lateral
resolution are explored. The effect of parameters of Bessel-Gaussian beam on the achievement of
optical needle is also explored. Meanwhile, beam quality and size of focusing spot is achieved for
incident sinh-Gaussian beam with large value of parameters. The focusing performance are strongly
influenced by the parameters of hollow Gaussian beam and the subwavelength focusing can be
achieved by the incident radially polarized hollow Gaussdian beam. Therefore, the proposed radially
polarized beams can be applied in focusing lens with high numerical aperture to achieve focusing with
super resolution.
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Recently years, the focusing performance of polarized beam and the design of filter scheme
have been widely investigated [1]. The polarized beam has the potential applications in optical data
storage, optical direct writing and read, and so on. Therefore, in order to obtain focusing spot with
high resolution, much of filtering schemes are proposed based on the incident polarized
Bessel-Gaussian (BG) beam. However, the effects of parameters of BG beam on focusing
performance are little discussed. Therefore, in the paper we discuss the focusing performance of
incident BG beam with different value of parameters. Meanwhile, the focusing of polarized
sinh-Gaussian beam and hollow Gaussian beam are also studied.

1 Effects of Parameters of Bessel-Gaussian
30

The focusing of incident radially polarization by lens with high numerical aperture (NA) near
the focus can be obtained by vectorial Debye integrals. For BG or sinh-Gaussian beam, the radial
and longitudinal components are written as following [1, 2]:
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where Er and Ez are radial and longitudinal components, respectively. The coefficient A is constant
and α=arcsin(NA/n), NA is the numerical aperture of a lens, and n is the refractive index in region
of focusing. In our analysis, NA and n are chosen as NA=0.95 and n=1.0, respectively。J0(x) and
J1(x) denote zero-th order and first order Bessel function. l(θ) is the amplitude distribution of
incident beam, which can be written as

l ( )  F ( ) exp[(

 sin  2
2 sin 
) ] J1 (
)
sin 
sin  ,

(2)
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here F(θ) is complex amplitude filter, which means filter is not introduced in the system for
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F(θ)=1, and the amplitude distribution of BG function is directly determined by value of
parameters β and γ. Therefore, the intensity distribution near focus spot will be changed.
Meanwhile, for the decided β and γ, F(θ) is a new freedom that will influence the intensity
distribution near focus spot strongly.
In order to describe it clearly, the intensity at (0, 0) for different values of parameters β and γ
is shown in Fig. 1. Numerical results indicate that β=1and γ=1 is not the best but one of the many
possibility as show in Fig. 2.

(a)
(b)
Fig.1 The intensity at the preset focus (0, 0) for different β and γ. (a) Parameter γ is
chosen from 0.1 to 10 in numerical simulation due to J1(0)=0. (b) The enlarged area
of (a). The simulated region is selected as γ≤ 1.5λ and -λ≤ z≤ λ. λ is the wavelength
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of incident beam. The final distribution of intensity is normalized by the maximal
intensity in simulated region. Therefore, the relative intensity is different if the size of
simulated region is changed.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2 The electric intensity in the focal region of a lens with NA=0.95 illuminated
with a radially polarized BG beam. (a) The lateral intensity distribution of radial,
longitudinal component and total field for BG beam with β=1 and γ=0.5. (b)
Corresponding intensity distribution for β=0.75, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, in the case of γ=1.
The total intensity distributions are marked by black line. Radial and longitudinal
components are marked by red and blue lines, respectively.
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2 Focusing property of a radially polarized sinh-Gaussian beam
For a high NA objective lens, the electric field of hollow sinh-Gaussian incident beam at a
pupil can be defined as follows [3]

Em0 ( )  sinh m (
70
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(4)

where m (m=0, 1, 2, …) is the order of the hollow sinh-Gaussian beam.
For incident radially polarized sinh-Gaussian beam, the NA of lens is 0.95 and n is 1.0. Based
on Eq. (1a) and (1b), the focusing performance is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a1), 3(b1) and 3(c1)
display the lateral normalized intensity distribution on focal plane z = 0. From Fig. 3(a1), 3(b1)
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and 3(c1), one can see that beam focusing is achieved in Fig. 3(b1) and 3(c1). In the case of (0.125,
4), lens with NA = 0.95 fail to focus the incident radially polarized sinh-Gaussian beam at the
focal spot. As shown in Fig. 3(a2)-3(a4), 3(b2)-3(b4), and 3(c2)-3(c4), one can easily know that
the final total focused field is determined by radial and longitudinal components. The lateral
intensity distribution of radial polarized component has an intensity null on the axial or on focal
plane. Moreover, the position of global maximum of radial component is most near the axis.
However, the longitudinal component has an intensity maximum on the axis. Therefore, the
maximum of maximal intensity of radial and longitudinal component directly determine the
distribution and spot size of focused field. If the maximum of maximal intensity occurs in radial
component, one can’t obtain focusing at focal spot, which shown as black curve in Fig. 3(a1) or
contour plot of Fig. 3(a4). Otherwise, one can achieve beam focusing at focal plane. Therefore, the
focusing field exhibits large lateral width at focal plane. Obviously, the high frequency
components of incident beam are increasing for large ω0 and m in Eq. 1. Therefore, the single
circular focusing spot appears and the lateral size of the focusing spot is decreasing for large ω0
and m.

Fig. 3 Focusing performance of radially polarized sinh-Gaussian beam with (0, m)
focused by lens with NA = 0.95. (a1)-(a4) for (0.125, 4), (b1)-(b4) for (0.25, 4) and
(c1)-(c4) for (0.25, 8), respectively. (a1), (b1) and (c1) are the density distribution on
the focal plane z=0. The red, green and black curve represents the radial component,
longitudinal component and the total electric energy density, respectively. (a2)-(a4),
(b2)-(b4), (c2)-(c4), contour of the electrical energy density distribution on the r-z
plane, where (a2), (b2), and (c2) represent the distribution of the radial field component.
(a3), (b3) and (c3) represent the distribution of the longitudinal field component. (a4),
(b4) and (c4) represent the distribution of the total field component.

3 Focusing property of a radially polarized hollow-Gaussian beam
As we known, the hollow Gaussian beam has been widely researched for its potential
applications in the field of atom guiding, optical trapping and so on. In recent years, there are
many research interests on the application and generation of hollow Gaussian beam. In the field of
focusing with polarized beam, the hollow Gaussian beam is similar with annular Gaussian beam
for their center intensity blocked. However, the annular Gaussian beam is hard edge apodization.
Therefore, the radially polarized hollow-Gaussian beam is introduced into the focusing system
with high numerical aperture. The expression and generation of hollow Gaussian beam have been
investigated[4].
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In our research, the hollow Gaussian beam can be written as following:

E ( )  exp[(sin    0 ) 2 / 02 ]
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(5)

here, ω0 and θ0 are the parameters of the hollow Gaussian beam. The characteristics of the hollow
Gaussian beam are governed by the values of parameters. In the field of focusing by lens, the
value of ω0 and θ0 should be careful chosen. The incident intensity and the obtained resolution
should be considered simultaneously. For fixed ω0, large optical ring is obtained for large θ0.
However, if there is no energy of incident beam transmitting the lens system, the hollow Gaussian
beams are meaningless.
Therefore, based on the vectorial integral Eq. (1) and (2), the focusing characteristics of
hollow Gaussian beam described by Eq. (5) are explored for some parameter values. For example,
in Fig. 4, the focusing performance of radially polarized hollow beam with (ω0=0.125, θ0=0.2) and
(ω0=0.125, θ0=0.8) are displayed. For hollow beam with θ0=0.2, the focusing field is dominated
by radial polarized component as shown in Fig. 5(a)-(d). The maximal intensity of radial
component is approximately 0.98 at the position of r=1.12 and it is large than that of longitudinal
component with maximal intensity 0.23 that is located at r=0. Obviously, the maximal intensity of
total field is occurred near the position of r=1.12. Obviously, the polarization of focused field near
z=0 is governed by radial polarized. Therefore, the focusing at preset focal spot cannot be
achieved and the FWHM of focusing spot is not necessary. It is indicated that the lens with large
NA is failed to focusing hollow beam with small θ0. However, once θ0 is increasing, the focusing
field is governed by the longitudinal component. One can see that focusing field is dominated by
longitudinal component for large θ0 and a focusing spot appears at preset focal spot as shown in
Fig. 5(e)-(h). Meanwhile, the FWHM is 0.52λ and the sub-wavelength focusing is achieved.
Obviously, in the range of validity, the focus spot size is decreasing with the increase of θ0.
Essentially, with the increasing in value of θ0, the center of amplitude of incident beam shift from
origin to margin of pupil. Therefore, larger value of θ0 contributes more to the longitudinal
polarized needle of light for the incident hollow beam.
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Fig. 4 Intensity distribution of Focusing field of radially polarized hollow Gaussian
beam. (a)-(d) for θ0=0.2 and (e)-(h) for θ0=0.8, respectively. (a) and (e) are the
intensity distribution at focal plane z=0.
140

4 Conclusions
The focusing performance of a radially polarized Bessel-Gaussian beam, sinh-Gaussian beam
and hollow Gaussian beam were investigated in lens system with high NA based on vectorial
integral method. Numerical results indicate that value of parameter of incident radially polarized
BG and sinh-Gaussian beams have strongly effect on their focusing performance. For large β and γ,
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maximal field intensity deviate from focal spot and BG beam can’t focus. However, for large
value of parameters of sinh-Gaussian beam, focusing spot with super resolution are achieved. For
hollow Gaussian beam, sub-wavelength focusing can be obtained for large value of the parameters
θ0. Our results can be used in particle acceleration, laser cutting, optical trapping, and super
resolution.
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Notes
This work has been partly reported at ISMTII 2013 at Germany. We will share it on
paper.edu.cn.
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径向偏振光束的聚焦特性
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摘要：运用德拜积分公式综合讨论了径向偏振贝塞尔-高斯，双曲正弦高斯以及中空高斯光
束的聚焦特性。研究了聚焦场的最大强度偏移和横向分辨率。贝塞尔-高斯光束的参数对聚
焦光针的影响也加以研究。同时还研究了大参数前提下的双曲正弦高斯光束的聚焦光束质量
及聚焦光斑。研究发现径向偏振中空光束的聚焦特性受光束参数的影响，适当选取参数能够
获得亚波长聚焦。这些光束能够在高数值孔径聚焦系统中实现超分辨聚焦。
关键词：德拜积分；贝塞尔-高斯光束；双曲正弦高斯光束；中空高斯光束
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